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CONDUCTEO TDUAS are besl way IO Sightseo on both Land & Water. 
A 4-hour tour of the N.T. (or H,K. Island) costs about HK$50 by coach. 
Urban Taxis: H K$5 00 initial 2-km plus 70i each additional 0.267-km 
N.T. Taxis (beyond Tsuen Wan & Shalin) HK$3.30/2-km + 701/0.4-km 
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WATEATOURS 
Do take a Watertour 
(dashes show routes) 
to see both Harb~.~ 
and Outlying,l.slarlds 
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Hongkor'g Yaumati Ferry operates between 
the "Outlying Ferry Pier" in Central District 
(see " HY F" designation at Map Position 33-SS) 
and almost all destinations reachable by water . 
Service of special interest to visitors includes 
Silver Mine Bay(17-UU), Cheung Chau(19-YYI 
and lamma Island (30-ZZ). Dashed line routes 
in the ha1bOu1 are the tOU1 routes used by 
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DAYLIGHT EXTREMES 
Sunnse 0538/June Blh & 0705/Jan·16th. 
Sur.sel: 173B/Nov-28th & 1912/Ju ly·51h 
:!"n•:~2n~ ~~!:~ ~0- has !•~gest day~ghl 
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1 ,000'/2,000' over 2,000 feet Pink lndit:ales 
300m/600m owr 600 meters Urban Areas 
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6. Mountain Peak 
with height given in meues ( 1-metre " 3.20 feet) 

~AailroadTninTr~ck 
Yellow Dot :: Station 

Popular Hikmg Fool Paths ........................ 
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HIKING: The HKTA Information Centres 
have some free leaflets tilled "Six Walks" 
and "Ou!lying Islands" showing pathways 
Government Publications (in G P 0 ,) sells 
"Countryside Series" large scale extremely 
detailed maps ideal ror any serious trekker. 
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DAY TRIPS to Macau & China are worthwhile and moderate in cost . VV 
Macau is an hour"s ride on jetloil/hydfOioil/jetcat (about US$20 rewrn) ; 
But advisable to book in advance with tour operaror whose assistance is 
necessary 10 obtain visas to China - whether across border or vra Macau. WW w 50 51 54 55 56 57 
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Due to the bargain prices and tremendous 
selection of goods, some visitors do spend 
all their time shopping and depart with idea 
that Hong Kong is only a city. It is more! 
Be sure to allocate the time to sightsee about 
the N.T. as well as H.K . Is land, and do also 
take a Watertour cruise around the harbour 
and explore the beautiful Outlying Islands. 

HONG KONG: The whole "Territory" is 
called "Hong Kong" and it consists of over 
1,000 square kilometers (over 400 sq. miles) 
with 235 islands plus a peninsula in an area 
measuring about 70-kilometers east-west by 
40-kilometers north-south. (44 by 25-miles) . 
COLONY: Hong Kong was established 1842 
as a British Crown Colony. This legal status 
has not been officially changed (by Britain I) 
but the term "colony" is"out-of-favour and, 
during 1970's, phased out of use, replaced 
by usmg "British Ad~1n1stered Temtory". 
VICT RIA: Acqu1red when Queen V1ctor1a 

TSIM-SHA-TSUI!J is the district at southern 
tip of Kowloon Peninsula and has a massive 
concentration of tourist hotels and shops 
which stay open late. plus a profusion of 
restaurants and bars and night-clubs, etc., etc . 
TSIM-SHA-TSUI EAST is the "new" part 
of Tsim-Sha-Tsui built upon reclaimed land 
with new ( 1980s) stree ts, buildings, hotels. 
Traditional Tsim-Sha-Tsui is Nathan Road 
and its adjacent streets, bordered on west by 
Ocean Terminal , Ocean Centre, Harbour City. 
CENTRAL DISTRICT is the main financial 
and commercial cen!re, with elegant shops 
and restaurants, and three major hotels. 
A few colonial style buildings remain, but 
most have been replaced by modern edifices 
connected by elevated walkways above roads . 
WANCHAI developed after World War II as 
night-life bar area catering ;;,ainly to sailors, 
It became famous by Richard Mason's 1957 
novel "The World of Suzie Wong" and some 
of the old atmosphere still prevails, but the 
quality of bars has improved since the end of 
the Vietnam War and many new commercial 
:;!lice buildings are changing the character . 
CAUS"EWA BA is becoming increasingly 
popular with visitors since shops stay open 
just as late as in Tsim-Sha-Tsui, and there is 
a concentration of restaurants and theatres. 
It is favoured night-i ife area by local Chinese. 
ABERDEE is main fisherman anchorage, 
home of floating restaurants, and there is 
nearby Ocean Park, the largest Oceanarium 
in Asia, with a Suspension Cable Car up to 
Wave Tank & Ocean Theatre & Atoll Reef. 

r"'1 Call Hong Kong Tourist Association 


